
WHAT DOES IT 
MEAN TO BE A 

DALER?

THE PORTRAIT OF 
A GRADUATE



Portrait of A Graduate

The Art of Leadership…

Mobilize a group of people to create a shared vision of the future 
and then want to struggle for those shared aspirations. 



Project Goals

★ Involve students, parents, community members, and staff in a large-scale conversation about 
what we want in our Farmingdale graduates.

★ Transparency about what is expected of students both inside and outside of school walls, and 
how everyone has a role in pursuing the vision.

★ Generate a district roadmap for a well-rounded Farmingdale graduate with the qualities, 
experiences, character, skills, and knowledge they should attain along the way.

★ Define measurable goals and outcomes for our work ahead.



Portrait of a Graduate Phases



THE PROCESS

Portrait of a Graduate 
Outreach Action Plan

Thought Exchange #1 
Outreach & Analysis Student Focus Groups

Thought Exchange #2 
Outreach & Analysis

Preview and Share 
Findings with Cabinet 

and BOE

Confirm 
Final Characteristics 

and Implement Action 
Plans 



ThoughtExchange

Parent, Staff & Community

As we look forward as a district, what are the 
hopes, aspirations, and dreams that our 

community has for our students and where 
might you see opportunities for growth at this 

moment?

Students (K- 12th grade)

What do you like most about your school 
experience, and how can we make it even better 

for you and other students?



ThoughtExchange
Parent, Staff, & Community Breakdown of Participation



ThoughtExchange
Student Breakdown of Participation



ThoughtExchange 
Parent, Staff & Community Top Rated



ThoughtExchange 
Student Top Rated



STAKEHOLDER FINDINGS

Research into adults’ 
perspective reveal the top 

10 characteristics 
identified through ranked 
comments received 88% 

or more votes as 
important or very 

important.
         Foster 
Wellness

  Respectful & Resilient



STAKEHOLDER 
FINDINGS

Findings reveal that while 
there’s broad agreement 
regarding the top 10 
characteristics, Adults, Middle 
& High School Students had 
more similar rating patterns. 
Elementary Students 
responded to the same topic 
but with a separate prompt.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS
BREAKING DOWN THE DESCRIPTIONS & THE DATA





COMMUNITY MINDED

Description

Graduates are community 
minded in their day-to-day 

interactions,  as well as 
appreciating community 

building, extra-curricular 
activities, and a sense of 

belonging.

Importance

We want Farmingdale Graduates to 
be community minded so that they 
can contribute to their community 
in positive and productive ways. 
Whether it’s their school, local 
businesses, teams or clubs, being 
community minded helps students 
develop critical skills for success in 
the future including team-work, 
collaboration, and a connection to 
their roots.

For Example:

◼ Teamwork

◼ Service in the community

◼ Builds relationships with others

◼ Strong connections to local 
institutions

◼ Collaboration

◼ Community pride



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

88% 75%



CRITICAL THINKERS WHO COMMUNICATE CLEARLY

Description

Graduates are academically 
successful, with support to cultivate 
critical thinking skills at every level 
of their learning to prepare them to 

face the challenges of the ‘real 
world’, academic challenges in 
college, engage in professional 
communication, understanding 

social norms, and resolving 
conflicts.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
be Critical Thinkers who 
communicate clearly so that they 
can be prepared to engage in real 
world situations, use logic and 
reason to make decisions, read, 
write, and communicate with 
others to reach their personal and 
professional goals.

For Example:

◼ Identify the difference between 
facts and opinions

◼ Rely on logic and reasoning to 
draw conclusions

◼ Communicate appropriately in a 
wide variety of contexts

◼ Read and listen with high levels 
of comprehension 



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

96% 89%



FUTURE FOCUSED (CAREER PATHWAYS)

Description

Graduates value multiple pathways 
to future success with a focus on 

vocational, community college, and 
university options with an emphasis 
on the opportunities that are best 

for their future.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
be Future Focused so that as they 
get older they have a clear 
understanding of their 
post-secondary and career options 
so they can set themselves up for 
success after high school, which 
may include extended learning in 
college, exploration in vital 
vocations, the pursuit of arts, or 
public service.

For Example:

◼ Make connections between 
academic subjects and related 
career opportunities

◼ Recognize the importance of 
skills that are vital across all 
future pathways (literacy, 
numeracy, critical thinking)

◼ Self-aware of their gifts, talents, 
and areas of interest



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

88% 79%



INDEPENDENT & RESPONSIBLE

Description

Graduates are independent and 
responsible for their actions, 

behaviors, and post-secondary 
life choices, with an emphasis 
on financial literacy, personal 

accountability, and practical life 
skills.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
be independent and responsible as 
they transition from childhood to 
adulthood so they can reach their 
goals, utilize resources available to 
them, and make choices in their 
best long-term interests. 

For Example:
◼ Develop executive functioning 

skills
◼ Take personal responsibility for 

life skills (punctuality, task 
completion).

◼ Recognize available resources 
and use them before relying on 
others for help

◼ Develop short and long term 
plans and work in stages to 
accomplish goals



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

99% 94%



LEADERS & PROBLEM SOLVERS:

Description

Graduates become leaders and 
problem solvers in the future, with 
the understanding that we live in a 
complex world and being a life-long 

learner means making a 
commitment to make the world a 

better place.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
be leaders and problem solvers in 
the real world so that they are 
empowered and confident to tackle 
life’s complex challenges, be an 
example to others, and take a stand 
in making the world a better place 
for future generations.

For Example:

◼ Identify and analyze real world 
problems to identify the root 
cause

◼ Use logic, reason, resources and 
creativity to solve problems

◼ Take initiative

◼ Stand up for their values and 
beliefs

◼ Help others 



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

92% 80%



PASSIONATE LEARNERS:

Description

Graduates take opportunities to 
pursue their passions, gain real 
world experiences, and have 
exposure to a wide variety of 

motivating and inspiring learning 
experiences.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
be Passionate Learners who have 
the opportunity to find and follow 
their interests, develop their skills, 
and make connections to their 
passions and the real world. By 
keeping personal interests 
accessible throughout school, 
students make deeper connections 
and become lifelong learners.

For Example:

◼ Real world projects

◼ Connections to the arts

◼ Connections to vital vocations

◼ Explore extra-curricular 
activities

◼ Multiple modes of expression 

◼ Create interest groups 



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

81% 69%



RESPECTFUL & RESILIENT

Description

Graduates demonstrate respect for 
themselves through self-confidence 
and kindness towards others with 

an emphasis on eliminating bullying, 
respect for people in different 

roles, and respect for those with 
special learning needs.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
have Respect for themselves and 
others so that they can create safe 
and healthy boundaries, cultivate 
compassion for others, and 
embrace each person in their lives 
with dignity and respect.

For Example:
◼ Opportunities to develop their 

individual and personal identity
◼ Self-Aware and Socially-Aware
◼ Communicate respect for 

others in words and actions
◼ Look for the value in all people, 

similar and different
◼ Recognize that intelligence 

comes in many different forms



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

96% 94%



FOSTER WELLNESS

Description

 Graduates are physically, socially 
and emotionally healthy, have a 

clear concept of their own identity, 
feel safe, grounded and feel a sense 

of belonging in the community.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
be healthy: physically, socially and 
emotionally so that they can 
mature into adults who are able to 
engage in the world with physical, 
social and emotional habits that 
support the trajectory of a long and 
happy life. 

For Example:

◼ Healthy eating

◼ Value of exercise

◼ Healthy relationships

◼ Clear communication and self 
confidence

◼ Develop emotional awareness

◼ Ability to articulate physical, 
social and emotional needs



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

93% 88%



TECH SAVVY & SAFE

Description

Graduates are technologically 
literate, fluent in their skills as well 
as responsible, safe, and protected 

from negative influences.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
be Savvy and Safe when it comes to 
interacting with technology.  As our 
culture evolves and becomes more 
and more dependent on technology 
for daily living, students need to 
grow up understanding internet 
safety, fluent in working across 
programs and platforms, and 
develop self-regulation.

For Example:
◼ Practice Internet safety across 

school and personal tech time
◼ Fluent in the steps for securing 

log in information on a device, 
password protection, and 
privacy settings to prevent 
inappropriate data mining and 
virus sharing

◼ Skilled in using technology 
information and resources to 
reach academic and personal 
goals



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

88% 56%



VALUE DIVERSITY

Description

 Graduates recognize the value of 
diversity within the community 

with an emphasis on the diversity 
of learners with special needs, 

emerging multilingual students, as 
well as diversity in ethnicity, and 

economics.

Importance

We want Farmingdale graduates to 
Value Diversity so that they can 
experience the benefits of diverse 
cultures, perspectives, and 
languages. Students who value 
diversity see the benefits of 
multiple perspectives, gain insights 
from those who think differently, 
and reduce judgmental stereotypes 
that can cause personal or 
community harm. 

For Example:

◼ Establish diverse relationships

◼ Listen to different points of view

◼ Recognize the importance of 
language, culture and traditions

◼ See the humanity in all people

◼ Embrace new ideas or mindsets 
with curiosity



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK & SUPPORT

Community Support Community Feedback

87% 78%



FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS & 
IMPLEMENTATION 
WHAT COMES NEXT?



IMPLEMENTATION

Monitor & Support

Develop Action Plan for Implementation

Identify Implementation Team

Validate the findings



Building our System of Purpose & Feedback



Our Mission Statement

The mission of the Farmingdale School District is to educate our students to 
become independent thinkers and problem solvers.  It is our goal to empower 
each student to meet the challenges of tomorrow’s emerging world. The district 
will provide a safe, nurturing environment in which individual and civic 
responsibility is fostered, diversity is respected, and all students are enabled to 
realize their full potential.



DISTRICT WIDE “3 COMMITMENTS” 

Commitment #1: 
Aligning Professional Learning 
Communities (PLCs), Systems 

& Data Protocols

Commitment #2: 
Strengthening Community & 

Parent Communication

Commitment #3: 
Supporting Student Safety & Wellness


